Computational Analysis of Gene Identification with SAGE.
SAGE is one of the few techniques capable of uniformly probing gene expression at a genome level irrespective of mRNA abundance and without a priori knowledge of the transcripts present. However, individual SAGE tags can match many sequences in the reference database, complicating gene identification. We perform a baseline evaluation of gene identification with SAGE using UniGene Human as the reference database by analyzing 1) the distributions of tags for various length tag sets formed for UniGene Human and 2) the tag-to-sequence mapping using a SAGE tag set consisting of 37,522 tags derived from human myeloid cells. The extensive multiplicity of the dbEST component of UniGene significantly detracts from gains that might be expected by extending tags within the scope of the SAGE protocol. In order to achieve reasonable sequence specificity for gene identification with the content of the commonly used UniGene sequence collection, tags on the order of hundreds of bases in length are required. One way to produce tags of such lengths is with GLGI, which extends SAGE tags to the 3' end of cDNA. We show that the longer sequences produced by GLGI relieve significantly the multiple match condition. In the myeloid sample, we also found a correlation between multiple match severity and high copy number. We extrapolate these findings, providing insights into the use of UniGene Human as a reference for gene identification.